fRun/Circle Report
Run: 2611 - The Sound of Music Run
Run Date: 9 March 2020
Location: Chermside Hills Reserve, Cnr Hamilton & Trouts Roads, McDowall
Hare: Grewsome
Visitors: Local mosquito family
Out of the misty rain haze, growing darkness and the buzz of mosquitos, 12x hashers strolled into
the Chermside Hills Reserve to begin a great run. For the sugar cubes that did not attend – you
missed a great night.
Grewsome informed us that the walkers trail was marked with chalk and toilet paper; and no
marked runners trail. There was 4x walkers – with Boxa doing his own walk trail, and 8x runners.
It is believed that Grewsome may be on assault charges whilst purchasing more than 4x packs of
toilet paper at the local Woolies.
We set off with runners and walkers going in opposite directions and not meeting up again until the
end. The runners with Grewsome calling the trail were immediately going uphill, headed into Raven
Street Reserve and across the wildlife corridor bridge over Hamilton Rd. Continuing over Little
Cabbage Tree Creek, before a short downhill reprieve. Uphill again before the run home in the bush
of Martindale Street Park, and completing 5.3 Km. Boxa was setting up the beers, while we awaited
the return of the walkers.
Over an hour after the 3x walkers set off on a 40-minute walk, the group began to discuss if a search
& rescue plan should be enacted to locate the walkers. The scribe replied “he felt sorry for Bare
Bum & Irish Joke being lost in the wilderness, but with Fingers also out there, then fuck them they
are going to perish.” After 80 minutes Fingers returned on his own, with the other 2x walkers
coming in another 10 minutes later – apparently Fingers had climbed over a fence on the trail and
abandoned the others to their own fate. The walkers were blaming each other and the lack of a
marked trail – but even a supplied map and Grewsome’s warning of - bring a torch or you’ll get lost
again - couldn’t help them.
It is believed that the chalk markings may have been washed away in the rain; and locals on the
tracks were gathering the toilet paper to sell on the black market.
The Circle was held under a most welcoming picnic shelter – out of the rain, but the mosquitos still
lingered. No ice for anyone, only the beers.
Run: 7/10 – for there not being a single ‘check’ it was a very good run
Walk: 10/10 – Boxa said his trail was the best; the other three had no idea but the entertainment
value after they returned was excellent
Circle: 7/10 – ran smoothly in the absence of Snappy Tom and Multiple’s chair
Food: 8/10 - it’s hard to beat cold beers and pizza
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